We compile functional languages with pattern-matching features into interaction nets, extending the wellknown efficient evaluation strategies developed for the pure λ-calculus. We give direct translations of recursion and pattern matching for languages with a strict matching semantics, implementing an evaluation strategy that is natural in interaction nets and has a high degree of sharing.
Introduction
Evaluation strategies and compilation schemes for the λ-calculus are well studied. In particular, several interaction net evaluators are now available, including versions that implement optimal reduction [11, 2] and other efficient evaluation strategies [17, 18] .
Interaction nets [14] are graph rewrite systems in which all the computation steps are explicit and expressed in the same formalism (there is no external machinery). This facilitates the analysis of cost of computation and the comparison between different evaluation strategies implemented as interaction nets. Also, since reduction in interaction nets is local and strongly confluent, reductions can take place in any order, even in parallel (see [21] ), which makes this formalism well-suited for the implementation of programming languages and rewriting systems [8, 7] .
In this paper, we describe an interaction net compiler for a small functional language that can be seen as an extension of the λ-calculus with data constructors, a case construct to define functions by pattern matching on constructors, and a fixpoint operator to define recursive functions.
Traditionally, the λ-calculus is considered to be the abstract computation model underlying the functional programming paradigm, and graph-based implementations or environment machines are used to describe evaluation strategies (see for instance [23] ) and to derive efficient interpreters or compilers. However, the λ-calculus does not provide direct support for important features of modern functional programming languages, such as pattern matching. Pattern calculi [20, 19, 3, 5, 6, 12] have been put forward as a semantic model for functional programming languages with pattern matching. The rewriting calculus (or ρ-calculus) introduced by Cirstea and Kirchner [5] provides support not only for pattern matching as found in modern functional languages, but also for features such as non-determinism, advanced matching theories, object-orientation and imperative traits. Recently, interaction net evaluators for the rewriting calculus have been developed [10] , which provide direct compilations of pattern matching. The advantage of a direct compilation of pattern-matching (over pre-processing, which would translate pattern-matching definitions to pure λ-terms) is that we obtain new, more efficient strategies of reduction. In particular, the direct translation of ρ-calculus pattern matching into interaction nets brings to light the implicit parallelism that exists in this calculus. The same technique was used in [4] to derive a compilation scheme for case constructs. In this paper, we refine the technique and provide also a direct encoding for recursion.
Together with pattern-matching, recursion is an essential feature in functional programming. It is widely acknowledged that a direct translation of recursion is better in practice than translating a recursive definition in terms of fixpoint combinators in the pure λ-calculus (see, for instance, [20] ). We provide a new compilation scheme for recursive definitions, which is based on the use of recursion agents instead of the standard compilation based on cyclic graphs [20] .
To define an interaction net compilation of a functional programming language with pattern matching, in this paper we extend [18] , which is one of the most efficient interaction net λ-evaluators currently available. The extension is modular. It is inspired by the interaction net implementation of matching in the ρ-calculus, combined with a new technique to deal with recursive definitions.
Summarising, the main contributions of this paper are:
• a new implementation technique for recursive functions using interaction nets;
• a modular compilation scheme for pattern matching;
• the smooth integration of these techniques, extending the λ-evaluator defined in [18] .
The compiler has been implemented in Java (see [26] ), and is available from http://www.dcs.kcl.ac.uk/pg/walkerm. This paper is organised as follows: after recalling the main notions of interaction nets (Section 2), in Section 3 we define a minimalistic functional language with a case construct and recursion. The compilation into interaction nets is given in Section 4. Finally, we conclude in Section 5. α Intuitively, a net N is a graph (not necessarily connected) with agents at the vertices and each edge connecting at most two ports. The ports that are not connected are free. There are two special instances of a net: a wiring (no agents) and the empty net; the extremes of wirings are also called free ports. The interface of a net is its set of free ports.
An interaction rule ((α, β) =⇒ N ) ∈ R replaces a pair of agents (α, β) ∈ Σ × Σ connected together on their principal ports (an active pair or redex ) by a net N with the same interface. Reduction is local, and there may be at most one rule for each pair of agents. The following diagram shows the format of interaction rules (N can be any net built from Σ).
We show as an example the interaction rules for (the erasing agent), of arity 0, which deletes everything it interacts with, and δ, the duplicator, of arity 2, which copies everything. These are given in Figure 1 , where α is any node.
We use the notation =⇒ for the one-step reduction relation and =⇒ * for its transitive and reflexive closure. If a net does not contain any active pairs then it is in normal form. The key property of interaction nets, besides locality of reduction, is strong confluence.
There are several implementations of interaction nets; e.g., [15, 22] , the latter can take advantage of additional processors, giving a parallel implementation.
A simple functional language
We consider a simple functional language with terms built from variables x, y, . . ., functional abstraction, application, data constructors C (each with a fixed arity), a case construct to define functions by pattern matching on constructors, and a fixpoint operator to define recursive functions. We abbreviate t 1 , . . . , t n as t. Patterns are defined by the following grammar:
with the usual linearity constraint (each variable may occur at most once in a pattern). The syntax of terms is given by the grammar:
In the syntax above, fn, case, and fix are binders. In the case of fn x.t, the variable x is bound in t, whereas in fix f.t, the variable f is bound. In a case construct, a branch of the form (p i ; ·) acts as a binder: fv(p i ; u i ) = fv(u i )\fv(p i ) where fv(u i ) denotes the set of free variables of u i . Terms are defined modulo α-equivalence, as usual.
We assume the language is typed. For simplicity, we consider a simply-typed system where each constructor is associated to a datatype. We will base this discussion on the following form of a datatype declaration, which introduces a datatype DT with constructors C 1 , . . . , C n , taking arguments of types α i .
Example 3.1 We will use the following datatypes for numbers and lists with elements of type α, respectively:
As usual, the type system ensures that in a case construct case t of (p i ; u i ) i∈I all the branches have the same type and t has the same type as the patterns p i (for all i ∈ I), that is, some datatype DT . We do not assume that the cases are exhaustive, but we do assume they are non-overlapping; i.e., at most one pattern can match a term at a given position 1 . We omit the typing rules, which are standard.
The following reduction rules give the dynamics of the language. Reduction is denoted by → f or simply →. The first rule corresponds to the familiar β rule of the λ-calculus, where {x := u} denotes the usual capture avoiding notion of substitution of x by u, the second rule deals with case constructs, and the last one is used to evaluate recursive functions via fixpoint operators, as in PCF [24] .
We will not impose a strategy of evaluation yet, but note that since the rewrite rules are left-linear and non-overlapping (that is, they define an orthogonal system [13] ), the language is confluent. It is easy to see that it is not terminating, due to the presence of recursion. We assume a strict matching semantics, as in ML (i.e., an application of a function to an argument that is not covered by the case definition will produce a runtime error). Programs in this language are well-typed, closed terms (i.e., terms with no free variables). We give now some simple examples.
Example 3.2 (i) Assuming that
Nil with arity 0, and Cons with arity 2, are used to define the datatype List as in Example 3.1, and that T rue and F alse are the boolean constants, we can define the boolean function null by pattern matching as follows: null fn l.case l of (Nil ; T rue, Cons(x, y) ; F alse)
(ii) Assuming that Z with arity 0, and S with arity 1 are used to define the datatype Int as in Example 3.1, the recursive function length can be defined by pattern matching as follows: length fix len.fn l.case l of (Nil ; Z, Cons(x, y) ; S(len y))
Notice that we have not included a conditional in the syntax of the language, but it can be easily encoded with a case. Also, we do not have named functions and letrec but these can be easily encoded using fix:
Translation of a term t with fv(t) = {x 1 , . . . , xn}. We can also define mutually recursive definitions by an encoding as follows:
In the remainder of the paper we define the compilation of the functional language into interaction nets.
Implementing the language via interaction nets
In this section, we describe the encoding of programs in the simple functional language into interaction nets and give the interaction rules that will be used to evaluate them. For functional abstraction and application, we use the encoding of [18] but any other interaction net λ-evaluator could be used. The rewriting calculus (or ρ-calculus) introduced by Cirstea and Kirchner [5] motivates the use of the case construct as it permits abstraction on patterns as well as variables. The encoding of matching is inspired by the ρ-calculus encoding described in [10] .
A term with free variables fv(t) = {x 1 , . . . , x n } will be translated to a net T (t) with the root edge at the top, and n free edges corresponding to the free variables, as shown in Figure 2 . We now define by induction the function T (·).
Variable: If t is a variable then T (t) is just a wire.
Constructor:
For each constructor C we introduce an agent as shown in Figure 3 (left) 2 with the arity of the constructor matching the arity of the agent.
Abstraction:
As mentioned above, we use the encoding of abstraction in the λ-calculus from [18] . If t is an abstraction, say fn x.t , then we first require that x ∈ fv(t ). If this condition is not satisfied, then we can add the following agent to the translation of the body:
Having assured this condition, there are two alternative translations of the abstraction, which are both given in the following diagram:
The first case, shown on the left in the above diagram, is when fv(λx.t ) = ∅. Here we use one agent λ c to represent a closed abstraction. Note that we explicitly connect the occurrence of the variable to the binding λ.
The second case, shown on the right, is when fv(λx.t ) = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. Here we introduce three different kinds of agent: λ of arity 3, for abstraction, and two kinds of agent representing a list of free variables. An agent b is used for each free variable, and we end the list with an agent v. The idea is that there is a pointer to the free variables of an abstraction; the body of the abstraction is encapsulated in a box structure. Multiple occurrences of the same variable in T (t ) are grouped using c (contraction) agents (see the encoding of application below). We assume that the (unique) occurrence of the variable x is in the leftmost position of T (t ).
We remark that a closed term will never become open during reduction (although of course open terms may become closed, and indeed there are interaction rules which will create a λ c agent from a λ agent when needed). The use of the λ c agent identifies the case where there are no free variables, and plays a crucial role in the efficient dynamics of this system.
Application:
To encode uv, we introduce an agent @ with its principal port oriented towards the left subterm so that interaction with an abstraction is possible. If a variable occurs in both u and v, we group both occurrences with a contraction agent (c).
We postpone discussion of case structures and recursion until the end of this section.
Implementing term reduction
We define an interaction rule between abstraction and application as in the λ-calculus, as well as rules dealing with the bookkeeping related to box structures. A summary is given in Figure 4 ; we refer the reader to [18] for more details.
Pattern Matching
The matching rules are inspired by the "simple" encoding of [10] . Assume we have just one matching constraint to solve; i.e., given a pattern p and a term t, we need to find a substitution σ such that pσ = t, if there is one (the generalisation to case structures with multiple branches will be given below). The matching algorithm is initiated by connecting the root of the pattern p with the term t (see Figure 3 , right). Thus, matching against a variable is realised for free, as in the λ-calculus. Two identical constants cancel each other and the matching continues in the arguments (or results in the empty net if the constant has arity zero), as indicated in Figure 5 (upper). If the agents are not the same, then we introduce an agent fail, which represents a failure in the matching algorithm, as indicated in Figure 5 (lower). We interpret a net containing an agent fail as an overall failure, thus implementing the strict matching semantics. We do not need interaction rules for a constructor and an abstraction because the language is typed.
We refer to [10] for a detailed description and correctness proofs for matching constraints. In particular, in [10] it is shown that with this encoding we can only implement a strict matching semantics, but, on the positive side, it allows us to obtain a strategy of evaluation with a good potential for parallelism. This is because matching interactions can take place in parallel with traditional β reductions, without introducing any 'administrative' agents (i.e., no overheads). We use this feature in the encoding of case structures below, to derive an evaluation strategy with the same potential for parallelism.
Case structures
We now describe the encoding of case structures case t of (p 1 ; u 1 , . . . , p n ; u n ) and the respective reduction rules. This is one of the main contributions of this paper. Our goal is to avoid making multiple copies of t and to permit matching to proceed in parallel with functional computation, whenever possible. For these reasons, for each case structure occurring in a program we will introduce a bespoke case agent as explained below (see Figure 6) , where we build a net that minimises the number of selections necessary (this differs from [4] ). The role of a case agent is to determine which of the patterns p i should be chosen to commence pattern matching with t. The top auxiliary port of case represents the output. When T (t) and case interact the former is connected to the appropriate pattern using a collection of rules determined during compilation. The output is rewired to the output of the corresponding u i . The diagram in Figure 6 depicts the case where the top-level constructor of T (t) matches that of p n and all other branches of the structure are garbage collected with the use of -agents (note that this only accounts for patterns with different root symbols; patterns with the same top-level constructors are dealt with later). Two further modifications are needed to the encoding of structures: Firstly the free variables of all u i need to be 'boxed'. A chain of cb n agents is introduced, terminated at one end by a v' agent and at the other by an additional auxiliary port of case. Figure 7 depicts a simplified reduction sequence for case allowing pattern matching with T (t) by p i ; the agent e i traverses the chain linking every free variable, y 1 to y k , with u i , and garbage collects everywhere else:
Finally, the encoding of structures should take into account possible patterns with a common prefix. In this instance a net of the mutual pattern interacts with T (t) until the unique constructor identifying a branch is isolated, interaction with the case-agent then proceeds as normal. For a mutual pattern with constructors of binary or greater arity the case-agent will have to anchor the variables to be linked with the patterns in the case structure. Additionally all patterns T (p i ) in the structure will be compiled to T (p i ) − T (t mp ) where t mp is the common prefix.
As an example, we give the compilation of the function length after describing the encoding of recursion in the next section. (p 1 ; u 1 , . . . , p n ; u n )) =⇒ * T (u i σ)
Proof. The interaction rules for the case agent corresponding to this particular case construct ensure that the principal port at the root of the net T (t) gets connected to the principal port at the root of T (p i ), as depicted in Figure 6 . Since the matching algorithm we are using is correct [10] , the interactions in this subnet will generate the matching substitution T (σ). Finally, the interactions between the boxing agents cb n and e i connect the T (σ) to T (u i ). 
Recursion
There is a standard way to encode recursion in interaction nets for the λ-calculus, which consists of building a cyclic structure which explicitly "ties the knot". The idea corresponds exactly to an encoding of recursion in graph reduction [20] and was adapted to interaction nets in [16] . For example, the translation of Y t where t is a λ-term t and Y is a fixpoint combinator, is the net T (Y t) shown in Figure 8 (1). According to this translation, the recursive function length can be compiled as shown in Figure 8 (2). With this encoding, the reduction of a recursive function generates an infinite reduction sequence, even if the function terminates. Generally speaking, recursive functions consist of a base part and an induction part which should be discarded when the base case is reached (in the case of length, the part of Cons(x, y) ; S(len y) has to be eliminated when l is Nil). However, with interaction nets, nonterminating nets cannot be erased, so in the case of the function length we are left with an infinite reduction sequence: where N is the net T (case l of (Nil ; Z, Cons(x, y) ; S(len y))).
Fig. 8. Recursion using cycles
The standard solution to this problem relies on the introduction of a reduction strategy, called connected reduction or reduction to interface normal form (INF for short, see [9] ), which restricts reductions to active pairs connected to the interface of the net (in this way, non-terminating reduction sequences on disconnected nets are prevented). Another solution is described in [1] using a token-passing style of compilation, where an evaluation token controls the creation of active pairs.
Neither of these solutions is modular; they impose restrictions on the λ-evaluator that would not be necessary otherwise. More precisely, a global strategy such as reduction to INF cannot be imposed just on the translation of recursion, and similarly, it is not possible to use a token-passing style just for recursion. In this paper, we propose a compilation of recursion which is inspired by [25] where two agents are used to control the creation of copies of recursive functions. This encoding uses neither cyclic nets nor global reduction strategies such as INF, and works in the traditional interaction net style (that is, each β-redex in the program is compiled as an active pair in the net, unlike the token-passing translation, and all active pairs present in the net can be reduced in any order, even in parallel).
First, recall that recursive functions in the functional language are defined using the syntax fix f.t, where we can assume fv(t) = {f } in the case of programs (i.e., closed terms). We have the following reduction: (fix f.t)u → * (t{f := fix f.t})u, which we implement by introducing the following binary agent fix:
and the following interaction rules:
The translation of fix f.t, T (fix f.t), is shown below. Proposition 4.2 If T (t) has a normal form that contains no cycles of principal ports, then T ((fix f.t)u) and T ((t{f := fix f.t})u) have a common reduct.
Proof. We assume T (t) has a normal form N which contains no cycles of principal ports. Then, from T ((fix f.t)u) we can perform the following reduction:
The resulting net can be obtained from T ((t{f := fix f.t})u) by reducing T (t) to a normal form N .
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As an example, below we show the compilation of the recursive function length ( fix len.fn l.case l of (Nil ; Z, Cons(x, y) ; S(len y))) given in the Example 3.2. Let t = case l of (Nil ; Z, Cons(x, y) ; S(len y)), then T (t) is:
For T (t{l := Nil}) and T (t{l := Cons(x, y)}), we can perform the following reductions:
We get the result of length Cons(Z , Nil) as follows:
Operationally, the agent fix plays the role of a "controller", it allows us to generate precisely the number of recursive calls that are needed to evaluate a recursive function on a given argument. The alternative approach using a "cycle" is based on the idea that we can implement recursion by generating a potentially infinite sequence of calls (via the cyclic net), relying on some external mechanism (e.g. a strategy) to stop the reduction process when the result has been found. Using the agent fix, we avoid global operations, but the price to pay is the extra interactions of the agent fix. This is a constant number only for each recursive call and thus does not affect the performance of the compiler. With the cyclic approach, there would be an overhead for every rewrite step.
Conclusion
This paper shows how to extend interaction net λ-evaluators to richer rewriting formalisms, such as the rewriting calculus and simple functional programming languages. The next step is to investigate the use of non-strict matching semantics, and to compare with other implementations. For non-strict matching, we forsee the use of linking agents as in the compilation of the non-strict ρ-calculus presented in [10] . Bigraphical nets, which generalise interaction nets by defining a location graph in addition to the usual linking graph, might offer a better framework for the compilation of languages with non-strict matching.
